1. Which United States foreign policy was most often used to carry out the actions shown on the map?
   
   (1) Roosevelt Corollary to the Monroe Doctrine  
   (2) Wilson's Fourteen Points  
   (3) Kellogg-Briand Pact  
   (4) Open Door

2. Which conclusion is most clearly supported by information on the map?
   
   (1) The United States respected the sovereignty of Latin American nations.  
   (2) United States military action was used to protect American interests.  
   (3) The United States rarely used its armed forces in Latin America before World War II.  
   (4) United States military action in Latin America supported European colonies
3 This cartoon deals mainly with the concept of

(1) imperialism
(2) government overspending
(3) isolationism
(4) free trade

4 Base your answer on the cartoon below and on your knowledge of social studies.

The main idea of the cartoon is that

(1) problems in Central America are very complicated and may not have favorable solutions
(2) the ancient civilizations of Central America provide a weak foundation on which to build modern societies
(3) Central America is open to ideas from the United States, but not from South American nations
(4) the countries of Central America have closed and undemocratic societies
5 The purpose of these headlines was to build public support for

(1) efforts to defend the Panama Canal       (2) the annexation of Cuba
(3) an end to the policy of imperialism  (4) the war against Spain

6 These 1898 headlines are best understood as an example of

(1) political advertising       (2) yellow journalism
(3) public opinion polling     (4) isolationist policies
7 Base your answer to the following question on the cartoon below and on your knowledge of social studies.

The point of view shown in the cartoon; is that the United States had become

(1) the world's democratic leader
(2) an imperialist country
(3) the homeland for immigrants from all nations
(4) a self-sufficient country
U.S. Imperialism Practice Questions

Base your answers to questions 8 and 9 on the map below and your knowledge of social studies.

United States Territory and Leases, 1857–1903

8 The main purpose of this map is to illustrate the

(1) sources of important natural resources    (2) development of United States imperialism
(3) growth of the Atlantic slave trade        (4) results of the Spanish-American War

9 The conclusion that can best be supported by the information on this map is that construction of the Panama Canal was motivated by the desire of the United States to

(1) raise the living standards of Latin American people
(2) increase naval mobility and expand overseas markets
(3) improve relations with Latin American and Asian nations
(4) maintain a policy of collective security
10 Critics of the actions shown in this cartoon claimed President Theodore Roosevelt was

(1) causing environmental damage  
(2) requiring massive tax increases  
(3) following a policy of imperialism  
(4) producing major trade deficits with China

11 The cartoon illustrates the actions of President Theodore Roosevelt in

(1) securing the land to build the Panama Canal  
(2) leading troops in the Spanish-American War  
(3) ending the war between Russia and Japan  
(4) improving diplomatic relations with Latin American nations
Base your answers to questions 12 and 13 on the cartoon below and on your knowledge of social studies.

12 The primary goal of the United States foreign policy referred to in the cartoon was to

   (1) build United States factories in the Caribbean region
   (2) improve relations with Caribbean nations
   (3) provide defense for nations in the Caribbean
   (4) protect United States interests in the Caribbean region

13 To carry out the foreign policy referred to in the cartoon, President Theodore Roosevelt added a corollary to the

   (1) Monroe Doctrine                (2) Open Door policy
   (3) Good Neighbor policy           (4) Panama Canal Treaty
Base your answers to questions 14 and 15 on the newspaper headlines below and on your knowledge of social studies.

14 The headlines in this newspaper are an example of

(1) yellow journalism  (2) investigative reporting
(3) muckraking literature  (4) government censorship

15 Publication of this and similar news stories encouraged Congress to

(1) declare war on Spain  (2) improve naval safety
(3) pass antiterrorist legislation  (4) conduct a criminal investigation
16 Base your answer to the following question on the map below and your knowledge of social studies.

The United States government justified most of the actions shown on the map by citing the

(1) terms of the Roosevelt corollary to the Monroe Doctrine
(2) threats from Germany after World War I
(3) desire to stop illegal immigration from Latin America
(4) need to protect Latin America from the threat of communism
What does the cartoon, which reflects the period from 1898 to 1900, suggest the United States was primarily interested in?

(1) increasing its empire
(2) improving living standards in poor areas of the world
(3) establishing democracies in other countries
(4) forming a world peace organization